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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to highlight the importance of an information flow management (IFM ) and to show a way how IFM can streamline
business processes. First a definition of relevant terms is given. Then the paper
demonstrates how IFM can be applied to an industrial case in order to streamline and support the business processes.
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Introduction

Information flow management (IFM) and In formation systems (IS) are crucial factors
for co mpanies in all lines of business. Within the years the requirements to do bus iness have changed and got more co mplex. [6] Thus the companies’ structures have to
respond to these new situations with changing the way they are doing business. Traditional structures are no longer appropriate. New technologies and services, like location-based services, Internet of Things, Cloud Logistics and new technologies in the
area of auto-ID technologies urge companies to adapt their processes and the way
they do business. This change leads towards the introduction of Informat ion flow
management to optimize the effectiveness of companies. [6] Here, knowledge becomes an integral production factor. And knowledge is based on information.
This paper describes how IFM can be regarded as cornerstone for streamlining
business processes. Therefore the paper sketches the value of IFM for companie s
described with a use case example from the automotive near industry.
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Terms and Definitions

The competitiveness of companies in the future is strongly influenced by the way
they do business. Here, knowledge becomes an integral production factor. And
knowledge is based on informat ion. Nowadays informat ion is omn ipresent – it is the
time of the so-called information society. Not only in our private lives we are co nfronted with informat ion also the daily business is formed by an informat ion overload.
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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Especially for co mpanies the right in formation at the right time is nowadays a crucial
asset. Barney 3 defines information as one resource (among others) that enables “the
firm to conceive of and implement strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness”. Nevertheless it is not the quantity that is important. It is the quality of information that comes into value.
In order to talk about the quality of informat ion in general and for logistics in pa rticular, it is important at this point to define the terms data, information and
knowledge, to connect information and logistics in a more appropriate way.
─ Data: The noun data is defined as facts and statistics collected together for refe rence or analysis. The term itself comes from the Latin plural of “datum”.
─ Information: For this paper the relevant definition of informat ion is defined as
something that is conveyed or represented by a particular arrangement or sequence.
The term informat ion origins in the Latin verb “informare” (in English” to inform”), wh ich means ‘to give fro m’ or ‘to form an idea of’. Furthermore the Lat in
noun “informatio” had already had the meaning of concept and idea”.
─ Knowledge: Knowledge comes fro m the verb “to know”, wh ich is of Germanic
origin Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable. Knowledge means facts, informat ion, and skills acquired through experience or education and can refer to theoretical and practical understanding of a s ubject. Furthermore it can be div ided between implicit and explicit knowledge.
After having defined the terms it is furthermore relevant to bring these terms in a
context, which is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Definition of the term ‘information’ 1

Characters are the main element and are the smallest unit. Characters in a special form
become Data. Data with a special meaning (in an appropriate context) become Informat ion. Finally informat ion with relevance become knowledge for so meone. For e xamp le in a co mpany’s context the numbers ‘123456’ are meaningless data (every
number itself is a character). If you put e.g. Art.No. in front of the nu mbers Art.No.123456 – it is clearly defined what kind of information the numbers are. If this
Art.No.123456 is then of relevance, for the employee dealing with it, the information
become to intrinsic knowledge. At this point the emp loyee has the knowledge what
‘123456’ in his business context means.
Floridi defined the general definition of information (GDI) as a tripartite way: σ is
an instance of information, as semantic context, if:
─ (GDI.1) σ consists of one or more data;

─ (GDI.2) the data in σ are well-formed;
─ (GDI.3) the well-formed data in σ are meaningful Erreur ! Source du renvoi
introuvable..
For this definit ion “well-formed” means, as also shown in Figure 1, that the data
are clustered together correctly, according to the syntax (o rder). And “meaningfu l”
means that the data complies with the semantics (meanings). Referring to the Art.No.
example, the single characters are meaningful in co mbination with the adden dum of
‘Art.No.’. And this mean ingful informat ion with relevance can then be defined as
knowledge, which again is relevant for companies. Knowledge is not only relevant it
is an essential factor for co mpanies. Surveys state that the percentage of knowledg e at
the value creation within a co mpany is above 60 % Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.. Nevertheless, surveys also reveal that employees use more than 40 % of
their working time looking for the right information 1.
These circu mstances lead to the necessity that an efficient information flow is ne cessary for every co mpany nowadays. Out of the production point of view – as especially the production is dependent on the right info rmation at the right time – the need
for an informat ion flow management, which can be subsumed to informat ion logistics, comes up. Here the focus of information logistics is strongly on data and information, as shown in Erreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable..

Fig. 2. Importance of the term ‘information’ for IFM

Especially data, its generation, storage and use in form of in formation is essential
for the material flow. Thus the link between in formation and business processes can
be set up.
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Information Flow Management

Nowadays information is o mnipresent – it is the time of the so-called information
society. Especially for co mpanies the right information at the right time is nowadays a
crucial asset (That is what an efficient IFM is about). Barney [3] defines information
as one resource (among others) that enables “the firm to conceive of and imp lement
strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness”. Nevertheless it is not the
quantity that is impo rtant. It is the quality of information that co mes into value. But it
is not only the quality of information that matters. What’s even as important is that
the information is at the right time at the right place. Here the six R’s of logistics ma tter for the proper information flow management.
The following table shows the six R’s of logistics applied on information. [2]

Table 1. 6 R’s of Logistics applied on Information [2]

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

Information
Time
Quantity
Place
Quality
Costs

Necessary for the user
Decision-supportive
As much as necessary
Accessible for the user
Detailed enough and usable
Reasonable PRice

To support the realisation of an adequate IFM within the company, t he concept of
IT as enabler of process change is still on the forefront although dates already back to
[4] and [7]. A change in information systems is possible as the technological progress
over the years has opened new possibilities to support the organizational reenginee ring. However, informat ion system aspects have often been left out of consideration in
reengineering projects. In formation systems often have had and still have the status of
being a matter of course and therefore their integration is often not thoroughly considered [8]. Thus companies are far too often behind in their informat ion technologies.
Software systems are often out-dated and poorly structured. The need for agile software architecture to support IFM becomes evident when the need for more flexib ility
and reduced costs in the daily business urges companies to restructure.
Martin [9] defines a co mpany as an open, socio-technical system with an organis ation that has the goal to supply its customers in a satisfactorily way and by doing so
making profit . As open system it has a lot of interfaces to the outside world, as shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Interfaces of a Company [translated to English based on [11]]

Highlighted in this figure is the information flow, which runs in parallel to the mater ial flow. This already shows the importance of a defined informat ion flo w and a well
established information flow management. And an IFM is not only necessary for intra-company flows but also for the whole supply chain. Vogt puts a lot of weight on
the importance of information along the supply chain: „Informat ion regarding the
demand for, quality of the products, and other factors such as financing, and guara ntees, will flow up and down the supply chain to keep every member info rmed of the

current state of affairs pertaining to their products. This in formation must be t imely
and accurate as the manufacturing of the products must be adjusted to th e demand as
quickly as possible” [14].
This is just one statement pointing out the importance of the information flow.
Thus the demand for information flow management and appropriate Informat ion Systems is obvious. IFM has a great potential to support the processes of a company and
the whole production area. Especially init iatives like “Cyber-physical Systems“, “Internet of Things” and “Industry 4.0” are strongly heading in the direction of smart
factory and horizontal and vertical integration along the supply chain. At this point
IFM will be an essential cornerstone. And as technologies enable new software architectures, it makes sense to introduce not only standalone software systems but business software to support a proper IFM. In this context Sundblad [1 3] states that business software is often introduced for exactly one reason: “It should support the bus iness and its activities to increase the productivity and efficiency of the bus iness”. The
advantage of business software lies in the fact that business software can be integrated
in all relevant business processes – like sales, production, after sales - to get a higher
scale effect.
The following chapter will illustrate a use case where IFM – based on business
software integration – is used to streamline business processes.
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Use Case Domain

The research area for this use case is the automotive-near industry with a research
partner that develops and sells engine test bed systems. These products are examples
of automation systems. A test facility system basically measures, records, and visua lizes numerous values provided by sensors according to test plans. The test facility
requires appropriate parameterizat ion for that purpose. Due to the various different
use cases of test facilities, test facility systems have to be adapted according to customer-specific requirements. Typical test facilit ies consist of hundreds of thousands of
components. According to Martyr “an engine test facility is a complex of machinery,
instrumentation and support services, housed in a building adapted or built for its
purpose. For such a facility to function correctly and cost -effectively, its many parts
must be matched to each other wh ile meet ing the operation al requirements of the user
and being compliant with various regulations” [10].
A typical business process chain in the do main of this use case, shown in Fig. 4 as
coarse-grained overview, covers aspects from product management, sales and order
fulfillment (equal to production) to the customer service.
All processes are considered as a separate phase with several sub -processes, each
having separate handover breaks and requirements.

Fig. 4. Schematic Process Chain

Taking a closer look however on the software systems in use along the process chain
it beco mes obvious that many different systems are used and many interfaces are
needed to enable an information flow. Nevertheless all handover breaks and interfaces, even if they are automated, are a potential risk for informat ion loss: These gaps
cause a significant informat ion loss and cause ext ra manual conversion and transfer
efforts. Moreover relevant informat ion might be lost throughout the process chain,
and information needed in the progression of the project might not be available, as the
importance of these data might not be clear upfront.
However, implementing an efficient information flo w management that is supported by an integrated informat ion system can streamline th e business processes. This
requires an information flow management that is implemented by integrated business
software along all processes.
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Benefits of an IFM approach

Through the integration of a software system as business software, indicated as a
constant banner in Fig.5, an efficient IFM can be established. Thus all essential processes will be supported and it will have predefined interfaces to other tools, wh ich
are relevant for the processes. While the new business software is the technical bac kbone for the information flo w, the other tools, indicated as tool 1 t ill tool n, are main ly
used for individual matters.

Business Sof tware

Fig. 5. IFM supported process chain

The application of this concept has individual benefits on the different processes within an organisation. Therefore all relevant informat ion has to be added gradually to the
software system. This constant informat ion flow also enables a better fault manag ement as the information flow is integrated along all processes.

An IFM achieves not only benefits through an integrated information flow along the
processes. IFM has also effects on the processes themselves. In general there are two
relevant points where first savings can be achieved:
1. a reduction of cycle times can either be achieved with an elimination o f process
steps or with
2. the shift of process steps to upstream processes.
The first one can be achieved, as the system offers the possibility that process steps
are done automatically. The latter one enables a cost reduction as several process
steps can be done earlier in the process for less costs.

Fig. 6. Business Process Streamlining

First analyses show that savings between ten and fourteen per cent can be achieved.
This first analysis, however, is only based on scenarios where the business software
usage to enable IFM is main ly concentrated on the project execution phase. With a
process-wide implementation, as shown in Fig. 6, even mo re savings can be achieved.
Costs savings in a two-digit percentage range are expected.
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Conclusion and future work

In this paper the benefits of an information flow management, realised by the use of
integrated business software are described in the context of the automotive industry. It
described the effects of a business software usage on the processes and on the company as a whole. Generally speaking it can be stated and also proven with first results,
that an integrated business approach with IFM can have an enormous effect on the
business process within an organisation. The applied research in the area of industrial
automation systems proves applicable and undermines the positive effects of IFM.
This approach promises to overcome information loss along the value chain and most
important it supports business processes.
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